
All you need is

pop!
!p!



It’s all and nothing. An idea of style, one that 
combines beauty and functionality, hygiene, 
sturdiness and prestige. The essential, 
no-nonsense interpretation of your daily work. 

But, this time, we decided to view things 
from an altogether different angle. 
Because, if work is your passion, it can also be 
the game you play.

Yes, all right, design.
Thus, sharp lines were born, shapes that impose 
themselves on the eye, new and original. 
In other words, some frills. At times even coloured. 
Everything else is there, as always. 
Cleanliness, hygiene, functionality. 
Concentration. Dedication. Precision.

All very Dental Art. 
And, this time, very POP! 
Try it to believe it.



Pop! Inspiration: Coldplay · Everyday Life

POP! comes from all this. From a thought focussed on your every 
gesture enriched with accuracy and comfort. With fully opening 
and soft-closing drawers, silent as a light breeze: all standard.

With rounded, easy-clean interiors and shaped sides 
to protect the sliders from dust. 
With a superior and simply unique visual rendering.

When design knows how to surpass itself.  

You, dominating the stage
There is a main character, and that is you! With your work, 
your passion and the professionalism you contribute everyday. 



Pop! Inspiration: The Beatles · I Want To Hold Your Hand

A new wave, surprising, free from conventions and clichés: you like originality, 
you need it. It’s an essential component of your being a professional. 

POP! is your perfect choice. 

Perhaps it is due to those solid and soft handles,      ergonomic and functional, 
impossible to ignore, that vigorously and decisively define the unique design, one 
that impresses at first glance, and gets discovered little by little.  

Like that song you didn’t understand at first, but that now, after so many years, 
comes back to you, every day. And you find it so beautiful.

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder



Pop! Inspiration: A-Ha · Hunting High And Low 

POP! always becomes what you want, 
it adapts to all your professional needs.

Now you can stop hunting

Always true to itself, universal 
and inclusive, in all its manifestations, 
much like music and art: POP!

And it also indulges those eccentric habits of yours 
that you would never give up, assuring its 
unconventional and free identity.



Pop! Inspiration: The Police · Syncronicity

Everything under control: rhythm, movement, sense of position. 
Every instrument is exactly where it is supposed to be, always at your fingertips. 
No obstacle, moving seamlessly between thought and action. 

POP! is already there,       as if expecting you, to surprise you each time, 
to break the routine of those gestures that you perform dozens of times every day 
and draw you into a whirlwind of harmonious and fluid choreography.

Natural feeling
Don’t worry about anything, just focus on our work,
 because in the long run it’s the only thing that matters. 



Pop! Inspiration: The Cure · To Wish Impossible Things

For example, with 3 elements, the sink unit with mobile cabinet 
and Wish dispenser.

As you would like it,  really!

POP! sports a young and carefree look,
but within its metal beats the heart of Dental Art, 
that unmistakable sartorial soul that modulates 
design harmonies by interpreting your wishes. 

Isn’t that enough for you? Our team of designers 
will exclusively plan your new workspace. 
In the spirit of POP! 
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Pop! 
2.1 2.2

2.3

1.6

1.1 laminate worktop with ceramic sink 1.2 LAP worktop 
with square stainless steel sink 1.3 Corian® worktop and 
sink 1.4 Fenix NTM® worktop and stainless steel sink 
1.5 Corian® worktop and thermoformed sink  1.6 Glass 
worktop and sink

1. Worktops and sinks

1.6

Pop! 
a thousand ways to be

Drawer inserts

1.1 laminate worktop and porcelain sink 
1.2 LAP worktop and stainless steel sink 
1.3 Corian® worktop and sink 1.4 Fenix NTM® 
worktop and stainless steel sink 1.5 Corian® worktop 
and thermoformed sink1.6 Glass worktop and sink

2.1 Three partitions with 
separators 2.2 Two partitions with 
separators 2.3 Three horizontal 
partitions with separators (X36A, 
X37A, X38A)

Worktops and Sinks

Dispenser

3.1 Luna e l’Altro: dispenser for gloves, 
cups and masks with infra-red soap 
distributor 3.2 Wish: modular dispenser 
for napkins, double gloves, masks and 
cups, with infra-red soap distributor.

+discover all accessories on PLUS+ webpage.

STANDARD BEYOND STANDARD

Structure • foot (colour: white RAL9003)
• plinth
• hanging

Frame • colour: white WA005
• perimeter seals

• any colour: glossy, matt, metallic

Worktop • Laminate, LAP, Corian®,  
Fenix NTM®, Glass

Drawers • colour: white WA005
• size: from Type1 too Type4
• full extraction
• soft closing

• any colour: glossy, matt, metallic
• push-pull opening

Handles • BOLD style, matt chrome finishing • SLIM style, matt chrome finishing 
• any colour: glossy, matt, metallic

Plinth • colour: white WA005 • any colour: glossy, matt, metallic

Specifications and customisation



pop! !p! style style

Colour matched to the fronts

 [X29]

Bold Handles, matt chrome finishing

[STANDARD]

Upper/lower profile: 

customized colour

[X59]

Fronts: 

customized colour 

[X49]

Frame and drawers:

White WA005 

[STANDARD]

Side panel (optional): 

customized colour

[X49]

What do we fall in love with after all, if not details? 

Push-Pull opening

[APUSH]

With POP! the decision matrix has a wealth of options, 

as never before, and we’ll be delighted to help you 

with your selection. The right one is yours alone.   

style: beyond standard

With the standard Bold handle 
or in the Slim version, matching the colour 
of the fronts as well. 
Or with push-pull drawers, 
customising profiles and sides.

“Taste is subjective: 

I prefer apples, you like 

oranges; there’s no way 

to decide who’s right.”

Ervin Laszlo

Bold style

Slim style [optional]



PANT2985 RAL3001 RAL9006RAL1023RAL1035 RAL9006WA7021 RAL9006 PANT2726WA7018 RAL1033WA005 WA005

pop! !p! collection “Every new morning, I’ll walk the streets looking for colours”
  Cesare Pavese

colour: beyond standard

We believe that our furniture should blend 
into the environment of your studio. 
We have over 37,000 tones of formulated 
colours in stock, but feel free to add one.
We adapt, you shouldn’t.

A colour is much more than a colour.




